**Faculty Scholar Presentations**

**Is Revolution a Feminist Cause? Women’s Movements and the Arab Spring in Cairo**

**Nadine Naber**
Associate Professor
Department of Gender and Women’s Studies
Department of Asian American Studies

3 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Friday, April 17, 2015
Rice Building, Suite 400
815 W. Van Buren Street
Chicago, IL 60607

Nadine Naber is an Associate Professor in the Department of Gender and Women's Studies and Asian American Studies at the University of Illinois, Chicago and co-principal investigator of the Diaspora Studies Cluster. She is author of Arab America: Gender, Cultural Politics, and Activism (NYU Press, 2012). She is co-editor, with Amaney Jamal, of Race and Arab Americans (Syracuse University Press, 2008). She is co-editor, with Rabab Abdulhadi and Evelyn Alsultany, of Arab and Arab American Feminisms Perspectives, winner of the Arab American Book Award 2012 (Syracuse University Press, 2010). Nadine is co-founder of the Arab Women’s Solidarity Association, North America (cyber AWSA); Arab Movement of Women arising for Justice (AMWAJ) and Arab Women’s Activist Network (AWAN) and a former board member of Incite! Women of Color against Violence. She is currently an International Fellow with the Open Society Foundation's Academic Fellowship Program (2013-2014) where she works with faculty at the Institute of Women’s Studies at Birzeit University in Palestine on research and program development.

**Neighborhood-Based Sustainable Food Waste Management**

**Ning Ai**
Assistant Professor
Department of Urban Planning and Policy

**Isabel Cruz**
Professor
Department of Computer Science

3 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Friday, May 1, 2015
Rice Building, Suite 400
815 W. Van Buren Street
Chicago, IL 60607

Dr. Ning Ai’s research and teaching interests focus on urban environmental planning and its integration with land use, industrial ecology, and sustainable economic development. She has worked for the World Bank, the Massachusetts Bay Commuter Railroad Co., and the Georgia State Department of Natural Resources. Her previous work experiences include the application of GIS in environmental protection, urban sustainability indicators, and the socioeconomic impact analysis of natural disasters. Most recently, Dr. Ai has engaged in the socioeconomic and spatial analysis of material and waste management, with a focus on electronic waste, post-consumer carpet, and municipal solid waste.

Dr. Isabel Cruz research areas include databases, geographic information systems, semantic web, information visualization, and security. Her current topics of research include information extraction and matching, big data (e.g., for geographical and biomedical information), visual analytics, context-aware role-based access control, data linking for urban resilience and sustainability, and crowdsourcing. With her students, Dr. Cruz has developed GIVA, an award-winning framework for the integration of spatial and temporal data.